JOB ANNOUNCEMENT: Development Manager

Project Equity is building a more resilient and equitable future for all

Do you want to see a world where the average employee has economic security and businesses help build resilient communities? So do we! Through employee ownership, Project Equity helps to preserve local businesses and increase economic resiliency for marginalized workers, low-income workers, Black workers and Latino workers. We raise awareness of employee ownership as a business succession strategy, conduct business outreach, and education, and provide direct support for business owners and employees to transition to employee ownership. Project Equity is currently expanding into multiple regions around the country.

Help us tap incredible momentum

Employee ownership is gaining momentum. With income and wealth inequality, including the racial wealth gap, in the spotlight, interest in employee ownership as a practical solution has increased. In the seven years since our launch, Project Equity has developed successful, replicable programs designed to scale; seen mounting support from foundations, financial institutions, and like-minded organizations in the field; and built a team that is well equipped to increase our impact. All of these factors put Project Equity in an exciting leadership role in a growing movement to harness employee ownership to maintain thriving local business communities, create quality jobs, and address income and wealth inequality. Join us in tapping this incredible momentum in the employee ownership space!

Your role

As a Development Manager at Project Equity, you will help shape and execute a robust fundraising strategy for our rapidly growing organization.

How you will help raise funds to lead the expansion of employee ownership

Institutional giving, proposal writing and funder cultivation

- Write and edit inspiring funding proposals and reports.
- Identify and develop new institutional giving prospects, including foundations and corporations.
- Develop and execute cultivation and stewardship plans for top funder prospects.
- Build direct relationships and strategically curate key meetings for our leadership team.

Communications. Create strategic funder communications, leveraging internal design and communication resources as needed, with a focus on effective storytelling.
Grant management & systems
- Oversee grant management system with umbrella organization (aka fiscal sponsor) and development consultant to manage active grants, including reporting, modification / extension requests, etc. and manage grant submissions.
- Assist with developing and refining grant management systems and relationship management systems, including Salesforce, to increase our capacity to attract, develop, and maintain meaningful relationships with grant partners and philanthropists.

Strategy & planning
- Assist with the creation of annual and multi-year development plans.
- Identify, research, and explore the feasibility of new development strategies.

Individual giving & major gifts
- Assist with creation of an individual giving and major gifts program, including annual campaigns, a leadership council / fundraising board, major gifts, and high net worth individuals who can support and champion Project Equity’s work.
- Ensure that contributions and donor data are properly maintained in the organization's donor database, including monthly reconciliation of contributions with the finance department.

Events
- Represent Project Equity at funder meetings, special events, speaking engagements, and other events to help build awareness and foster relationships.
- Help organize and host occasional events (virtual and in-person, when safe).

How you work
- You are passionate about making a difference and supporting employee-owned businesses, and you gracefully convey your passion to others.
- You are goal oriented in your fundraising work, able to adjust strategy as needed to meet our development goals.
- You are highly collaborative both with internal teams as well as external partners and contractors. You are excited to work with a small, very agile, fast-moving and sophisticated team.
- You approach things systematically and are a natural at zooming out to see the big picture, then diving in to focus on the important details. You get a lot of pleasure in seeing projects through.

Areas where you shine
- You love learning. You have a strong knowledge of institutional fundraising best practices and dynamics and strive to grow in your field.
● **You’re an excellent writer and communicator.** You are an outstanding storyteller, and you love the craft of writing. Your communication skills shine across platforms, whether proposals, articles, emails, presentations, phone or in person.

● **You take initiative.** You proactively identify gaps and develop solutions. You are comfortable figuring things out and being resourceful to meet your goals.

● **You’re a strategic thinker.** You are adept at identifying traditional and “out of the box” funding opportunities to meet aggressive growth goals.

● **You have a real human sensibility.** You are a people person and love to engage at a strategic level with donors and philanthropists. You understand what makes people tick, how to connect with their intellect and passions and how to move them to action.

**Your experience includes**

● At least 4 years of successful nonprofit fundraising experience with a focus on foundation grants, other institutional donors (government or corporate), and major donors.

● Demonstrated experience writing successful grant proposals.

● A Bachelor’s degree required, Master’s degree in a relevant field of study a plus.

**Benefits**

● 100% of employee premium covered for medical, dental, vision (30% for dependents), Simple IRA employer match up to 3%, 12 annual holidays, 15 annual vacation days (years 1–4), 20 days (year 5+), 10 days sick leave annually.

*This position is a full-time, fully remote role in Project Equity’s innovative, growing organization. We prefer candidates located in the metropolitan areas of San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego, Atlanta and Miami. Compensation is commensurate with experience.*

*Project Equity is an independent operating project of the nonprofit umbrella organization, Multiplier, a nationally recognized nonprofit with a growing portfolio of innovative initiatives that conserve and protect a sustainable and resilient world ([www.multiplier.org](http://www.multiplier.org)).*

*Multiplier and Project Equity celebrate diversity and are committed to building teams and partnerships that represent a variety of backgrounds, perspectives, and skills. Multiplier and Project Equity are also committed to providing an environment of mutual respect that is free from discrimination and harassment. Multiplier and Project Equity prohibit discrimination in its governance, programs and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, religion, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, genetic information, political beliefs, reprisal, marital status, amnesty, status as a covered veteran, because all or part of an individual’s income is derived from public assistance, or for any other non-merit based factor.*
**APPLY HERE:** Please be sure to upload your resume and cover letter. In your cover letter, please explain what motivates you to work with Project Equity, and how your experience, skills and commitment will advance our work to create a more equitable economy.

Learn more at [project-equity.org](http://project-equity.org).